BURNLEY TOWN CENTRE & CANALSIDE MASTERPLAN
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Design and quality
The site fronts the Place de Vitry, a significant open
space flanked by the Police Station and Magistrates
Court and Burnley Library which is grade II listed.
The site is also prominently viewed from within the
Town Centre Conservation Area, where it terminates
the view corridor formed by Hargreaves Street
and Grimshaw Street. Development proposals will
therefore be expected to enhance the setting of the
Police and Magistrates Court and library, the Place
de Vitry square, and the Town Centre Conservation
Area.
Particular attention should be focused on the scale
and layout of the development and its impact on
the enclosure and animation of the square. An
attractive frontage should address the square and
it is suggested a building of around three storeys
will provide the right balance between creating
some prominence without negatively impacting on
surrounding buildings. The development should also
positively address Centenary Way to the rear of the
site.

The Hub, Manchester Science Park
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The palette of materials should include high quality
locally distinctive materials. High quality suitable
and complementary contemporary materials and
designs may also be acceptable.

B&Q headquarters, Eastleigh
Option 1 - Office development
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Landscape and public realm
Development proposals should contribute to
the enhancement of the Place de Vitry gardens,
focusing on the threshold between the western
frontage of the development and the gardens. This
should primarily be treated as a public space with
car parking removed, but vehicular access retained
if necessary as a ‘shared surface’ treatment. High
quality paving materials should complement the
setting of the development and the existing public
realm, tying into the existing palette of materials.
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Movement and parking
Loss of town centre car parking will need to be
mitigated and it is proposed that a new multi-storey
car park is provided on the site of the existing
surface car park on Centenary Way. A small
proportion of surface car parking may be retained
should it not negatively impact on the quality of the
public realm. Servicing access can be retained via
existing routes from Red Lion Street and Parker
Lane.
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Bristol Courts
Option 2 - Civil justice centre development
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Implementation and Phasing
Programme Leader: Burnley Council (Others)
Programme Partners: Burnley Leisure Trust, Private
sector developers, private sector occupiers, public
sector service providers as per their premises
needs, Burnley Empire Theatre Trust.
Funding: Private and Public Finance
Phasing:
1. VC3 & 5 Renovations and changes of use,
frontage improvements
2. VC2 Mechanics Institute Theatre, subject to
securing funding
3. VC5-7 Public Realm Schemes, subject to
securing funding
4. VC1 William Thompson development site
5. VC4 Empire Theatre, subject to an agreed
delivery approach, partnership and finance

Across the Victorian Core, and the wider Town
Centre, private developers/house builders are
already progressing conversions of surplus
commercial buildings on their own initiative, with
limited public support. It is assumed this will
continue and accelerate over masterplan period,
building a critical mass of housing and other uses.
Public sector partners should support this by
marketing surplus properties to developers before
they are fully vacated to ensure rapid re-use and
limited void periods. Complementary improvements
to retail frontages should be encouraged alongside
these changes.

A significant project will be the refurbishment of
the Mechanics Institute. Project planning is at an
advanced stage here, under the leadership of
Burnley Council with Burnley Leisure Trust, but
subject to a successful bid for Heritage Lottery Fund
monies.
As with the Retail Core, there are later phase
projects which complement major investment with
improved public realm on nearby streets. This work
will be Council led, but subject to securing funds.
The William Thompson site represents a key
development opportunity site for Burnley, with
delivery via land disposal or joint venture with a
development partner, accounting for ongoing
reviews of public sector accommodation needs.
The Empire Theatre represents a long term
opportunity for leisure and cultural facilities but, as
noted, there are significant challenges to overcome
in achieving this. Strong project leadership will
be required, likely in the form of a Charitable
Incorporated Organisation, which can take the time
to raise the extensive funds required. Ultimately a
decision will need to be made as to whether this
property can be viably reused, in any form.

ECONOMIC BENEFITS

8,118-9,000 m² FLOORSPACE*
(GIA)

542-600 NEW JOBS*

£34.44 -78.21 million
GVA /year from jobs*
£1,306,998-1,548,000
RENTAL RETURN* / YEAR
£311,082- £344,880
BUSINESS RATES* / YEAR
*Reflect William Thompson development
options, for private or public-sector
occupation.



